Justin Bieber’s Brazilian
Girl Tati Neves Speaks Out
About Night with Singer
By April Littleton
According to UsMagazine.com, the Brazilian bodybuilder Tatiana
Neves Barbosa isn’t keeping quiet about her night with Justin
Bieber. In an interview with Globo TV’s Fantastico program
Neves dropped clues on what happened between the two. “”What
do you think, if I was sleeping in the bedroom, just me and
him?” she said. The 26-year-old also claimed to have recorded
a video of the Boyfriend singer the morning after the night
they spent together. “I was sleeping, and woke up,” Neves
told Fantastico. “He was sleeping and I was speaking with a
girlfriend.”
What are the advantages to not rushing your relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Your relationship could end faster than you expect it to if
you’re moving too fast too soon. Love doesn’t happen
overnight. Both parties involved need to take the necessary
steps in order to have a successful commitment. Cupid has some
tips:
1. Get to know each other better: Unless it’s someone you’ve
known for a while before you started dating, you’re not going
to really know the person you’re getting into a relationship
with. Slow things down and feel each other out before you
decide to commit to each other.
Related: Selena Gomez Pulls Plug on Live Interview After

Justin Bieber Question
2. No pressure: Rather than feeling like you have to get to
know your significant other instantly, take your time with the
relationship and let things fall into place naturally. Don’t
worry about who your friends are dating and/or how long
they’ve been dating their companions. Love shouldn’t be a
competition. All of your focus should be going into this
newfound romance and seeing how things go with this special
individual.
Related: Selena Gomez and Justin Bieber Split
3. You’ll know what to expect: When you rush into a
relationship, you don’t know if the person you’re dating is
expecting a long-term commitment or something that’s purely
physical. Before you officially call your new honey “yours,”
ask him/her what they’re looking for. What you’re hoping for
versus what they want can be entirely two different things.
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